### L’azienda in breve

RINA is the excellence behind excellence, a global corporation that leads industries to success. We work closely with customers, assisting them in the most effective, safe and sustainable way across the Energy, Marine, Certification, Transport & Infrastructure and Industry sectors. Through a global network of 3.800 talented professionals, operating in 170 offices in 65 countries, we back up the market operators across the entire life cycle of their projects.

### Corsi di maggior interesse

Ingegneria nautica, navale, meccanica

### Figure professionali ricercate

Merging of different cultures, spirit of collaboration and professional growth: RINA is a global corporation that leads industries to success. We operate mainly in five fields: Marine, Energy, Certification, Transport & Infrastructure and Industry. Thanks to our expertise, public and private organisations can achieve innovation and sustainability goals, safety and quality. Facing new challenges, adapting to new contexts and being where big things happen: working with us means turning our clients’ ideas into success. You will transform challenges into opportunities and brilliant ideas into excellent solutions.

### Modalità abituale di ricezione delle candidature

Attraverso il nostro sito web RINA Careers https://www.rina.org/it/carriere/working-in-rina

Our recruiting process consists of three steps: the first one will be an HR interview, the second one will be a general reasoning test and the final one will be a technical interview with the manager who is looking for the person to join their team. The recruiting process will end with a feedback.